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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Throughout 2020 and 2021, ever since the declared COVID-19 pandemic, government o%cials

consistently have been inconsistent in their assessments and recommendations for public health.

In August 2021, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) joined the ranks when they endorsed

the CDC’s recommendation for masking.

Since they did not want to be seen holding inconsistent positions, they removed years of

information from their website that explained the importance of facial cues to early brain and child

development. The removal of the content culminated August 12, 2021, with the fourth in a series of

tweets, in which they said:

"Babies and young children study faces, so you may worry that having masked caregivers

would harm children’s language development. There are no studies to support this concern.

Young children will use other clues like gestures and tone of voice."

At the end of the tweet, they provided a link to an article on HealthyChildren.org  that suggested

“... when one sense is taken away, the others may be heightened.” The series of tweets was aimed

at masking in general, stating:

Masks work to reduce the spread of COVID-19 among children

Masks are a vital part of keeping kids safe at school this fall

Masks do not compromise children’s breathing

Being around adults wearing masks doesn’t delay babies’ speech or language development

Experts argue over the e%cacy and necessity of masking a population that has minimal risk from

the virus. You need look no further than the CDC’s website,  which shows that children ages birth to

17 had a death rate of 0.08% in 2021 and 0.05% in 2020. Yet, it was the \nal statement — that

masking doesn’t affect children’s development — that unleashed a reaction on Twitter from parents,

speech therapists and physicians who heartedly disagreed.

American Academy of Pediatrics Caught in a Quandary

To support the unsubstantiated long-term use of masks, the AAP turned their back on years of

research and their own information on the importance of facial cues with infants to protect and

promote brain growth and development.

To make this work, the organization has taken down signi\cant sections from their website about

early childhood development. Reuters  asked why the content was removed the weekend after the

tweets were published. They were told the content was in the process of being migrated to a

different platform.

A spokesperson told Reuters, “The AAP can con\rm that our web content migration has nothing to

do with AAP’s mask guidance.”  They assured Reuters the content would be republished, but were

unsure about the timeline; they expect it to be complete by the end of the year.

In other words, this well-funded and organized group is coincidentally “migrating” one key section

of web content that curiously contradicts their new mask guidance, and planned this so it would

take months to complete.

According to Reuters,  any links to this content that come up in the search engine are now

redirected to the AAP’s homepage. However, not all the content has been deleted since other

organizations use the AAP documents to educate their clients.

For example, the “Building ‘Piece' of Mind" pdf that was pulled as a resource on the AAP website  is

available on the Ohio Bold Beginning! site and branded with the Ohio chapter of the AAP.  You can

also download the full document from an Internet archive.

The now “migrated” document encourages parents to pay attention to their emotional responses to

their children, since “Feelings are a language that your infant understands early in life.”  Yet,

without facial cues, it’s challenging for adults, much less children, to read and understand

emotional reactions. In the migrated document, the AAP says:

“As your baby grows, social smiles lead to conversations. For example: When you smile,

your infant will smile back … This ‘dance’ between you and your baby is fun for both of you.

It is a great way to encourage your baby’s new skills as they appear. For this important

dance to work, calmly and consistently meet your baby’s needs … and smile!”

But how is that supposed to work if your baby is staring at you and other adults who have two-

thirds of their faces covered with masks? How do babies know you’re smiling if your entire face is

covered up? In response to the AAP, Dr. James Todaro, who runs the website MedicineUncensored,

tweeted:

“AAP in 2018: 'How Do Infants Learn? Infants love to look at you and hear your voice. In

fact, faces, with all their expressions, usually are more interesting than toys. Spend time

talking, singing, and laughing. Play games of touching, stroking, and peek-a-boo.'

AAP in 2021: 'Babies and young children study faces, so you may worry that having masked

caregivers would harm children’s language development. There are no studies to support

this concern. Young children will use other clues like gestures and tone of voice.'”

Did PAzer’s Funding of the AAP InFuence Their Mask Policy?

Shortly after the AAP took down their facial cue documents and posted their new masking

recommendations for children, a retired chief of police questioned the AAP’s motives — and in a

telling opinion piece for Law Enforcement Today,  he revealed that P\zer is one of the AAP’s

largest funders.

Twitter users  noticed it too, with several asking what would P\zer’s funding have to do with the

AAP’s mask recommendations. Finally, one person \gured it out, saying, “perhaps the plan is to get

parents so fed up with their children having to wear them they break down and get them the vax.”

In fact, the AAP itself linked vaccination to mandatory mask-wearing quite clearly when they talked

with NBC news,  which reported: “The AAP said universal masking is necessary because much of

the student population is not vaccinated, and it's hard for schools to determine who is as new

variants emerge that might spread more easily among children.”

When you consider that another COVID vaccine maker, Johnson & Johnson, is also a funder for the

AAP — and that Dr. Anthony Fauci made the news September 9, 2021,  saying that vaccines for

children as young as 6 months may be ready as soon as November 2021 — the idea that the AAP

would consider setting the stage for parents to come begging for a vaccine doesn’t sound so off

the wall.

Not Just Children Are Affected

An AAP staffer was quoted in Live From Studio 6B,  saying, “AAP recommends masks in schools

and public settings to protect children. These documents are more about interactions between

infants and their parents or primary caregiver, much of which will be in a home setting where masks

are usually not needed.”

However, masking facial cues affects infants and young children in day care situations and when

they are out of their home. This impacts “social referencing,” which the AAP \nds important to child

development and refers to the ability to read the face of a stranger.

Research  shows mothers have unique central nervous system responses when they \rst see the

face of their newborn. This demonstrates the signi\cance of facial cues in building mother-infant

bonding. Yet, as comments on a Twitter thread point out, infants and children are not the only ones

suffering from a lack of facial cues. Twitter user MDaly is a mother and teacher, who commented:

“I teach English to students who are not native English speakers. Wearing a mask

absolutely affected their language development last year. I had to ask students to

repeatedly speak up and repeat themselves which negatively affects their self-esteem as

well.”

A letter to the editor in The BMJ  expounds on the challenges faced by adults who are hearing

impaired with mandatory masking. Health care has always been challenging for those with hearing

impairment, especially in emergency departments where the noise level is high. Alexandra Dumitru

is hearing impaired and commented:

“Zero common sense. It’s tragic what our health institutions have become. First the CDC,

now this — even adults beneZt from seeing a full face. As someone hearing impaired

masks have been a nightmare for me. Kids copy adults; they need to see mouths move.”

Data Are Sparse for a Very Good Reason

The AAP stated that there were no studies to support the concern that baby’s and young children’s

development would be impeded by the constant use of masks in the adults who care for them. Yet,

as one person on Twitter said, “If you don’t study something, you can say there are no studies.”

However, the data are sparse and there are no studies analyzing the effect of masking on young

children because before 2020 it would never have passed an ethical review board. Imagine

gathering a cohort of 40 infants. Nearly from the time of birth 20 parents would wear masks

anytime they had interactions with their children. The other 20 would serve as a control group,

being raised in a way formerly advised by the AAP.

After \ve years of what could only be called abusive behavior, psychiatrists and behavior

psychologists would test these children to \nd their brain development, language development and

ability to recognize facial cues are stunted. And yet, the AAP would like us to believe that won’t

happen — without testing infant development in an environment known to be detrimental, we

cannot extrapolate the information and understand it would be detrimental.

In 1990, the world discovered a carefully guarded secret of the Romanian Communist Party’s leader,

Nicolae Ceauşescu.  After his execution the new government brought in Western psychologists

and child specialists to help deal with the 170,000 children who were abandoned in orphanages

where they received no interaction with adults.

Charles A. Nelson III, a professor of pediatrics and neuroscience at Harvard Medical School and

Boston Children’s Hospital, recounts his introduction to the environment these children lived in. He

recalled:

“I walked into an institution in Bucharest one afternoon, and there was a small child

standing there sobbing. He was heartbroken and had wet his pants. I asked, ‘What’s going

on with that child?’ A worker said, ‘Well, his mother abandoned him this morning and he’s

been like that all day.’ That was it. No one comforted the little boy or picked him up. That

was my introduction.”

The children in the orphanages of Romania not only didn’t have “face time” with their caregivers,

but also didn’t have any comfort or interaction. It’s not hard to imagine how an infant, who relies on

cues from other people to learn and grow, could be stunted by having little exposure to facial

expressions.

The Still Face Experiment

The horri\c environment these children and young adults lived in was the largest human

experiment in which children did not receive interaction from other humans. Until, that is, 2020 and

2021, when many infants and children are being raised in an environment where they are unable to

read facial cues. In this short video, you’ll see what happens during the “still face” experiment when

the infant does not get a response from the mother.

The still face experiment demonstrated how infants are vulnerable to the emotional or

nonemotional reactions of people. In the COVID-19 pandemic, infants and children are lacking

visual facial cues, but the expectation is they continue to receive emotional interaction at the same

level they did before the mask mandates.

Research has demonstrated that when parents struggle to be emotionally present with their

children, the children grow up having more trouble with trust and regulating their own emotions.

However, there has been no data before 2020 to determine if masking facial cues would cause

children to grow up with the same issues. 

Are Facial Cues Recognizable Through Masks?

Research produced after 2020 has demonstrated that children and adults struggle to recognize

emotion in people who are masked. How this will affect overall child development and whether the

children can “catch up” if mask mandates are ever removed, is yet to be determined.

For example, in one study  published by the University of Wisconsin-Madison in December 2020,

researchers engaged children ages 7 to 13 and showed them photos of people exhibiting six

different emotions. Without the masks, the children identi\ed the emotions correctly 66% of the

time.

However, when masks were in place, this dropped to between 18% and 28% for sadness, fear and

anger. A second study  in children ages 3 to 5 years demonstrated that the younger children had

even more di%culty.

The data were in line with past literature that con\rmed that a face mask affected understanding

emotions. They found the toddlers' performance was more inouenced by a mask than older

children and adults.

Similar studies have also been performed with adults. One study  published in September 2020

with 41 healthy adults aged 18 to 87 years presented the participants with photos of six different

expressions.

When the photos were not wearing masks, the overall performance for identifying emotions was

89.5%. This dropped signi\cantly when masks were in place. A second study  published in

Scienti\c Reports in 2021, analyzed the effects of masking to measure emotion recognition and

trust attribution in 122 adult men and women.

The researchers found that standard masks interfered with both measures and made it more

di%cult to identify an individual they had already encountered when the mask was removed.

Data produced since 2020 have shown that masks do an excellent job of masking a person's ability

to read emotions, but likely do not have the same e%cacy in slowing the spread of a virus. The

question we therefore must ask is, what will be the long-term effect on the emotional and mental

health of society as the generation of children raised without full exposure to facial cues become

doctors, lawyers, businesspeople and politicians?

Sen. Warren Threatens Amazon to Ban ‘The Truth About COVID-19’

Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best

seller on Amazon.com, there’s been a signi\cant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless

attacks against me.

Most recently, so-called “progressive” U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., in an outrageous,

slanderous and basically unconstitutional attempt to suppress free speech, sent a letter to Amazon,

demanding an “immediate review” of their algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID

misinformation.”

Warren speci\cally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly ranked

and favorably tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she

wants to see banned from sale.

Two days later, U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., followed in Warren’s footsteps, sending letters to

Facebook and Amazon, calling for more proli\c censorship of vaccine information. Even President

Joe Biden has recently used a debunked report as his sole source to call for my censorship.

Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our

Constitutional rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a

democracy, not a monarchy.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,706 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Pediatricians Remove Info on Mask Risks, Dangers for Kids
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola $ Fact Checked

To support the unsubstantiated long-term use of masks, the AAP declared masks do not

impact infant and child brain health and development and subsequently removed years of

data and education that said children need facial cues

%

They support the use of masks in children suggesting “... when one sense is taken away, the

others may be heightened.” However, speech therapists, physicians and parents heartedly

disagree

%

Masking has also had a signi\cant impact on people learning to speak English or who are

hearing impaired

%

The AAP stated there are no studies to support the concern that child development would be impeded by constant masking, yet random controlled

studies to analyze the effect would never have passed an ethical review board

%

Masking removes infants’ and young children's ability to read facial expressions, which can raise levels of anxiety and interfere with emotion

recognition and trust building

%
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With their actions, pediatricians attack mental and physical health such as respiratory problems and the recognition of facial gestures

that favor the psychological development of children. The evidence reported by Dr. Mercola shows how this false pandemic is

inouencing the health of children and parents. Children are the social group that is likely to be most punished by all the measures

imposed by this false pandemic. The moral and physical damage of submitting to fear and restrictive policies, such as masks,

con\nement, etc., have not only harmed their mental and physical development, but also the parents. Vaccines in children and

pregnant women represent a real tragedy.

A study involving more than 25,000 children reveals that masks are harming schoolchildren in many physical and psychological ways

and have a negative effect on their behavior, focus, and interest in learning. These negative effects are censored on social media,

underestimated by the media, and ignored by government o%cials. Of the 25,930 children studied, the database includes at least

17,854 health complaints submitted by parents. These health problems and de\ciencies were seen in approximately 68 percent of

masked schoolchildren who were forced to cover their faces for an average of four and a half hours per day. These included irritability

(60%), headache (53%), di%culty concentrating (50%), less happiness (49%), reluctance to go to school / kindergarten (44%), malaise

(42% ) learning disabilities (38%)) and drowsiness or fatigue (37%). www.researchsquare.com/.../v1
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I felt so sorry for the little girl who was deprived of attention. It was obvious she was distressed. I felt much much better  when

her mother paid attention to her again. The Global elites are barely human and they do not care for anyone but themselves and

so mandating masks is no worse from their point of view than oying a couple of planes into skyscrapers when it accomplishes

their nefarious agenda.
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I don't need some government "authority" to tell me how to interact with my kids, and no amount of government experts will convince

me to believe their BS. I don't understand why people trust a bunch of idiot bureaucrats with important life decisions.
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Exactly. Why are parents acting like morons when they should know better? It seems that WHO/CDC and Media have driven so

much fear into people's mind, that they have started acting like "savants" and stopped using their common sense. No one can

even talk with masks on, even though we see some o%cials (morons themselves) somehow manage to emit sound bites

through their face diapers. Still schools and colleges are requiring masks all the time. My heart goes out to the voiceless kids

trying to please those around them, including their ridiculous parents...seen many kids walking behind their parents with masks

on...even in parks, not being able to breathe fresh air. Very tragic indeed.
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Anyone who wears a mask even for a short time can feel how it inhibits your breathing. I had to wear one to attend a convention

recently.  After about an hour I started to get a headache. Also having the mask on made me feel extremely hot and irritable. I  ended

up leaving after about 2 hours. My son attends a Lutheran school. As part of choir they sing occasionally at church services. He told

me had trouble breathing when singing with a mask. I was dumbfounded when I found out he had to wear it while singing. Needless to

say he will not partake in the church services and I wasn’t afraid to tell them why. It’s just insane!
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I wear my cloth mask very, very loosely over my face - loose enough so I can stick my hand underneath and touch my nose.

Most people do not know how to wear a mask properly so no one has ever corrected me and I can breathe freely. I only wear a

mask to avoid getting yelled at by the fanatics.
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The AAP is just like every other group; paid off by Big Pharma.
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Agree...and so are all the alphabet soup so called "professional" orgs of medicine...all of them were bought out a long time ago -

no wonder they have consistently bad info for patients regards standard protocols - that don't really work. And ofcourse more

tests, and magic bullet drugs that just manage symptoms and a whole lot of surgeries, to correct things that were previously

corrected by changing ones lifestyle/food.
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You want proof that masks don't work? All you have to do is look at the Emergency Responders of 9/11!!! Many have  suffered

disastrous life-long diseases and medical problems or worse yet---DIED! Most all of them were 'masked up'--yet they still had/have all

kinds of health issues related to the crap that was loosed in the debris and dust following the collapse of those buildings! If MASKS

protected against toxins, germs, viruses and such, WHY WERE THEY NOT PROTECTED???
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One can understand wearing appropriate protection for toxic environment, but this is the \rst time for humanity where healthy

people have been forced to wear masks - let that sink in for a minute. This itself is a mass "experiment" on how fear and

coercion can get people to do stupid things.
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@ coolvyakti … I wear a cloth mask not out of fear and coercion but to avoid confrontation with the fanatics. I wear it very, very

loosely across the bridge of my nose, leaving a gap underneath wide enough to \t my entire hand and no one is the wiser for it.

So far, I’ve not been called out on it because most people do not know how to wear a mask properly.
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quote:  If MASKS protected against toxins, germs, viruses and such  There's the rub...the m\ug njappies DO NOT protect agasitn

the things yu name.  those RESPIRATORS used by the \re teams in The Towers cannot protect against the extreme load in the

air that day. The mug nappies touted as "\rst line" defense agaisnt viral particles a thousandth the size of the dust etc those

respirators could not keep out are a sick joke.

I don't don the nappies out in public, and absolutely will not use them about my place. If anyone harrassess me "out and about", I

simply remind them "well YOU have a mask on, right? Does it WORK??!!?? (yes, it does). then \ne. YOU are safe from the billions

of viral particles you accuse ME of spewiing So whether I wear one or not, you are still safe. So walk on....... and let ME decide

what level of risk is acceptible to me.  I sometimes hint that mayb they are also vaccinated.. so same logic. IF the shot works,

youve naught to fear from MY gaping spewing maw.   And if your mug-rag and poke do NOT work/ why are you even out in such

a dangerous worls?  You should be safe in the far back room in your Mommy's basement.
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Everyone needs to purchase this book if they want the truth about covid and these vaccines. Don't be afraid of the truth fore it will set

you free. It truly will. You will better about decisions you make as human being. Dr. Mercola is a great doctor of natural healing and all

natural supplements. He is also a very honest man that desires the truth for all of us. His research and those that have contributed is

always the best. Get the Book. I'm  just an everyday guy that's been following him for more than a decade I think and trust hs work

fully. Thank you.
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It's di%cult to believe that we're still discussing this TOTAL AND UTTER IDIOCY; more than a year and a half later! From the second I

put one of those face diapers on, I am in total distress. My SENSES tell me immediately, that this 'mask', made from questionable

materials and full of nano \bers, is detrimental to my health. I will say it for the 100th time: Forcing a small child to cover his/her

breathing apparatus, amounts to no less than CHILD ABUSE. I see many parents who aren't masked up; yet, they have one on their

small child/toddler! This is totally UNACCEPTABLE!
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De\nition: COVID-19 - the set of diseases caused by failure to cure  SARS-COV-2 infection, including diagnosable and non-diagnosable

conditions caused by treatments and preventions like Remdesivir, mask wearing, social distancing and vaccinations. (The Devil's

COVI-Dictionary.)
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Dr. Mercola, when you’re talking about deaf and hard of hearing people being affected by masks, please do not refer to us as being

hearing impaired. The proper term is deaf and hard of hearing. And yes, masks make it even harder and more frustrating and

rage-causing trying to understand what people are saying, especially when there’s a lot of background noise.
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Having a masters in preschool primary education, I spent years studying the importance of facial cues in young children’s acquisition

of speech, language and pre reading skills. Read the years of research by Erickson and Piaget.

Actually, it doesn’t require university degrees for one to realize how the \ve senses work together.

As I recovered from a mild case of covid, I felt I was having an out of body experience simply because I couldn’t smell and taste.

The importance of children using and recognizing all \ve senses throughout their daily experiences cannot be underestimated except

of course, if it’s the government citing the research that validates their mandates!

My symptoms only lasted for 4-5 days. Think of the detrimental effects on young children wearing masks and viewing masked care

givers for months and now, years.
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Its mind blowing to see how many people blindly believe these 'authorities' with their choices, their lives, and their children's lives.

 How can they be so dumb?  It sickens me to see that in hundreds of years people have not learned from history - and are not evolved

as humans - they think they are with their technology and the newest gadgets that brainwash them even more, making them slaves to

their device.  People have not learned, they are as stupid - if not more so - than the Germans in Hitler's regime.  

Now the unvaxxed are to be wearing the yellow star - and be persecuted as the untouchables.  The fact that 95% of the population is

still damn clueless to the globalist takeover of the world - and the depopulation agenda (with the graphene oxide laced toxic death

shots) is on another level of stupid.  How can I be living in a world with this many sheeple?! OMG! It's amazing to live in a parallel

universe - of those who are awake to all of this (a small minority) and those awoke leftist commie fools who keep pushing the shot

down our throats, and self-suffocation devices (slave muzzles), and lockdowns (house arrest), and ultimate control by those evil

corporations/banks/families that will stop at nothing to kill all of us.  Where are the real men (aka 1776) to start the revolution?!?!  

Everyone is just complacent with our freedoms being stripped away.  The sheeple don't even realize the pattern, take away our

freedoms, then release the grip (summer time), come fall and winter - once again tighten the noose even tighter than last time, and

when the people are ready to blow, release the grip, then tighter once again - and this will continue until we are left with NOTHING!!!!

 NO FREEDOM AT ALL.  What I have seen in Australia is mind blowing - and its coming the the USA hope people will stand up to

tyranny and know - its better to die for freedom, than to live as a slave....
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"People have not learned, they are as stupid - if not more so - than the Germans in Hitler's regime." "Its mind blowing to see how

many people blindly believe these 'authorities' with their choices, their lives, and their children's lives.   How can they be so

dumb?" You said this only a few sentences apart. Clearly you have not connected the dots.
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Yes I feel as if I am living in a parallel universe as well.  Sadly, the universe is shrinking.  There  are many many former friends,

acquaintances, and family who will not see me due to my unvaccinated (unpoisoned) and mask free status.  And good riddance

to them!  However, it is isolating.
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The noose requires little more than the dumb and the stupid and scared to carry this out.  (Facts are in evidence are they not?)

This is what they have been banking on since 86....and even greater degree...counting on moving forward.
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I say this a lot, and I'll say it again, home schooling is a great option. I understand that not everyone is able to make this choice, but for

those who might be able to, I did it, through the end of high school for my three. You don't need to be a teacher, you don't need to even

have a college degree; my friend that had no degree of any sort did the same and all 4 of hers are college graduates now. It doesn't

take a village, it just takes one parent that cares.
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"Masking" is obscene, especially for children. The very term means to hide, to cover up, to muzzle. That's what's happening to our

society, right before our eyes.
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It's like "the science" ignored psychosomatic illness by driving the media into full terror mode, creating a faceless public and

encouraging a division between the goodie-two peer-police and those who value their personal freedom of choice....It is also said that

masks and PCR swabs deliver graphene oxide, a toxic chemical that adds to the insult of re-breathing CO2 and concentrating nasty

bugs while jacking up false positive and fear of "cases."...Of course pediatric drug pushers have always preyed on nervous moms and

been full o crap.

Hospital protocols are killing people with ventilators/remdesivir/monoclonals  when restoring function to lung cells is straight forward

using Vit C, NAC orally/nebulized, H2O2/I nebulized and other supporting vits/mins. Neutrophils and ouids build in lung tissues under

attack in inoammatory response..then macrophages are overwhelmed and cannot process hoards of neutrophil garbage

collectors..leading to pneumonia and TB...Since macrophages should contain 8,000 Xs more Vit C than other cells, why are CDC death

protocols being followed? And just two words for slimy turncoat Adam Schiff;  "You Suck!"
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even if there were no conspiracy, they are making it di%cult to dispel one. Remember we also 'hear' for example, with other senses.
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ever think about this?  as a kid  sleeping in a cold house  we had lots of duvets and blankets ......but no one ever covered their faces

with blankets or duvets...  why????    after a while ya need to breath fresh oxygen laden air...and what about masks?   Does this make

sense? ..........duhh....  

If I was a parent with a school aged kid........the kids would be homeschooled.....screw the educational bullsh!t...

“Give me just one generation of youth, and I’ll transform the whole world.” —Vladimir Ilyich Lenin

“Give me four years to teach the children and the seed I have sown will never be uprooted.” —Vladimir Ilyich Lenin

“Destroy the family, you destroy the country. The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the millstones of taxation and

inoation”. —Vladimir Ilyich Lenin

newswithviews.com/give-me-one-generation-of-your-children-and-ill-tran..

And what do you think these  NWO  slime bags are doing????....

And billions follow this crap like 'puppies'..... Blind leading the blind....

But just hide in your houses and absorb the 5G radiation.....and now each jab contain Glyphene...a highly electrical conductor to mess

with your brain with 'Spurious radiations' in an already electrically active system...your brain is very elect racially active.....now you let

other sources  interfere and what do you have?  

I see "crispyCridders'  waddling  down the streets....way beyond opium eaters and junkies ...some with a PhD  and some in politics....

My.My...what a wicked web  we weave..when we practice to deceive.........

Is this whats good for the goose is good for the gander?  

IDK.....But I am still on MyMountain...watching the sun rise ......pretty awesome....
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And  to add to the EcT,  Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is a medical treatment most commonly used in patients with severe

major depression or bipolar disorder that has not responded to other treatments.

ECT involves a brief electrical stimulation of the brain while the patient is under anesthesia. It is typically administered by a

team of trained medical professionals that includes a psychiatrist, an anesthesiologist, and a nurse or physician assistant.

add a few more  Zappers.......like Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) is used to treat depression that has not responded to

other therapies. It involves the use of rapidly alternating magnetic \elds to stimulate speci\c areas of the brain. Unlike ECT,

TMS does not cause a seizure and the patient remains awake through the noninvasive process. TMS typically only has mild side

effects including headaches, muscle twitches and pain at the stimulation site. TMS is usually administered four or \ve times a

week for four-to-six weeks.

Vagus Nerve Stimulation (VNS) was developed as a treatment for seizure disorders but can also be used to treat depression

that has not responded to other therapies. It involves implanting an electrical pulse generator under the skin in the patient’s

chest that provides intermittent electrical stimulation to the vagus nerve in the neck.

Now  we have some really interesting  moves to ZAP you into being more " Normal" ??  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../NBK95341

more 'Medical advice" ???  but this might be the 'preferred method' to make billions to "Cooperate and accept "the great reset"

LOL....

Do or Die!!!..said mthe spider to da oy"

More 'Words of wisdom'  from an Old Troglodyte up on MyMountain....   :-)-==<
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Kids and masks.www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&..
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In this ast year serveral dearfriends of mine have had new babies. I have had the delight of holding every one of them, myself, within

less than a week after birth,  in one case forty hours, another just barely thirdy hurs out of the womb. As I  looked into these tinny

brand new little chidlren, engageing them with y eyses and expression, EVERY ONE OF THEM connected wiht me, engaged in long

searching "studies", followed my face as I moved it, smiled, yes, a big grin completely engul\ng those tiny faces. The ones I was

around a fair bit over a few days, my voice was recognised by these tiny creatures. they turning their heards to follow MY voice. Now a

few months old, they all still instantly recognise ME, my voice, and engage with me immediately.

An older sibling to one of them, when she was perhaps eight or nine months, old, began to give me a sort of deadpan stare on

occasion.... troubled me a bit at \rst. She's persist for a time, then I'd break off and she'd be off about other things. One time I played a

hunch.... as she gave me a sort of stink-eye stare,  I returned in kind..... very slowly and gradually deepening my "serious" factor as her

stone face endured...... after nearly a full minute I oashed a quick smile them back to the stone face. She CRACKED UP..... I mean

busted up laughing her head off,  and I grinned right back ather.  I had bested her at her own game, and she loved it!!!! Nw seven years,

incredibly funny and smarat and sweet.... we are SUPER good friends, she comes running to throw herself at me whenever I walk in the

door on a visit. WANTS to stop and tell me what's new with her, latest adventures, etc.  The meme that children are mere blobs of

tissue until they can walk and talk and use the potty is a sellout.
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Hummmm   a simple search ...........APP is a company CEOed by  Mark D DelMonte...     www.aappublications.org/.../aapceo090419
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Mask up: Speak no evil against the bureaucrats, no one will hear you speak evil if you do, and they won't be able to see enough to read

your lips either.
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When I see someone with a mask in the grocery store, it's like they are not there. I don't usually lock eyes with them; I look away. When

I am trying to talk to someone with a mask on, I often cannot understand their speech because of my hearing loss. Without the mask, I

seldom have trouble understanding at a reasonable distance (6 feet is marginal). The whole purpose of masking is to break down our

social cohesiveness so we can be controlled.
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swabiengmail.com
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This is just the State's way of breaking a generation. They used to do it with Wars. I \nd it very sad the young people are already in

such a subdued state they don't seem to be \ghting back at all!
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As a practicing Speech Language Pathologist for over 30 years, these masks mandates with children go against everything we know

about early development and building human relationships. Yes, kids need to "see" our faces, but also when we speak through a mask

the voice is severely degraded. This means the children are NOT coding their native language speech sounds with clear markers. It's

like hearing with water in your ears all day, every day. It's garbled. There is also a level of cognitive delay, already noted in a study at

Brown University last month. Babies scores dropped by 20 points! These kids are being ABUSED on every level. It breaks my heart

AND I am so disgusted (but not surprised) my so-called "professional" organization, American Speech Language Association, is going

along with this evil messaging. I am starting to speak up everywhere I can and trying to inform parent with the TRUTH. Parents need to

know how to \ght back.
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Well, let's just take away children's senses. We have no studies to prove that taking away children's senses is good for their

development. However, since we are embarking on this journey, let's blindfold and gag them too. And ziptie their hands. And lock them

in cells in darkness. Let's just follow the science. Because following the science now means following a sadist who has no regard for

the liberty and humanity of children. Sarc. Of course. In rejection of these mad persons who bend the truth into abuse of children and

call it "science".
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Kids have a 99.95% or higher chance of complete and total recovery if infected by this virus. I would not be surprised that this

"masking" for kids is being done on purpose to make them sick over a period of time by reducing their immunity. Next their parents are

led to admit them to the hospital (out of fear), where the standard "protocols" like remdesvir will make them sicker and/or possibly kill

them - driving up the fear for other people to submit their kids to vaccinations. This is deliberate and intentional - there is no other

reason for masking mandates in schools.
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Hunter Bidens daddy said in quote...this is not about your freedom! So then it must be more about sacri\cial lambs of his own

diabolical choosing. As the 1986 SCOTUS rule that "all" Vaccines are now deemed as the law of the land as "UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE".

 Then we must inform each other and all citizenry, that all Democratic Exec Orders are of exactly that very same caliber.  These actions

continuum unavoidably unsafe! Holt Dictionary( adj; inevitable/can not be avoided) (adj; not safe/dangerous/highly insecure) What are

folks not understanding? This even applies to a ou or penicillin shot gone wrong.  Good luck with any VEARS application you have real

"cause and probability" with \ling now! They want masking to be mental and physical impairments as such the deniable plausibility

rears another ugly head. These nightmarish rules or edicts must end now.
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www.youtube.com/watch  ~ brandnewtube.com/watch/exclusive-jane-ruby-teams-up-with-nashville-sta..
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Also there is de\nitely some sort of chemical irritant in those crappy, powder-blue disposable masks! I had been using those whenever

I had to for work or whatever but I recently changed to a satiny one courtesy of a Domino's delivery driver and at least it feels like I am

breathing in a relatively more natural fabric! How could the chemical companies resist sprinkling a little of their fairy dust into all of

these disposables, what a delivery system!
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Why are you even wearing one? Most mandates if you read them well, leave open a "door" for people not to wear a mask. For

e.g. in my town, the detailed language says, that "if a person claims he can't breathe with the mask on, then he/she doesn't need

to wear one, and the establishment can't ask him to produce any proof of the same". I keep a printed copy of that, and go about

everywhere without a mask. If someone asks me, I show them the "emergency mask mandate"...and they are \ne with that.
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Wearing a mask is... www.bitchute.com/.../dHcqoZAxFB0f  ~ In 2014 all planned masks temperature taking www.youtube.com/watch

 ~ Documentary worth watching www.youtube.com/watch
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Why is nobody screaming treason and get a good constitution lawyer working on this?  I would think there are enough patriots left that

would sign on to this as a class action lawsuit.  Lets start with the 2 traitors above.
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I would like to join in. Let me know the next steps. However, it would be hard for you to \nd a lawyer who has the balls to \le a

lawsuit.
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They are screaming.....few if any are wanting to listen and follow a promise made as their illusion life "Status" would falter. Pride

and Denial are often the exact same thing!!  And in this case a Thousand fold dysfunction.
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These kids will be well conditioned for their future by wearing masks today... as it's communism that is coming.  If you have children

you must get angry and active to change the rules or at least try to educate people.... as the polls say 70% of people want the mask

mandatory.
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If you are a parent, you raise your child the way you see \t, and let the government raise it's child, we will see who does the better job.
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The MSM, AND GOVERNMENT are the greatest threat to the human species. Their lies will be the reason we go extinct. No trust do

they deserve, they are the brood of the father of lies.
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banned.video/watch
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"Let's put extreme pressure on viruses to mutate rapidly by giving a suboptimal vaccine during an active pandemic then kill our

children's innate immune system by making sure they get exposed to nothing- their innate immune cells exposed to nothing"
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Aren't masks killing our children's robust innate immune system? Isn't that the thing protecting them from covid?
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Exactly. That is why mask mandates have been put in place, so that kids who have very high immunity, are deliberately affected

by this mandate, lowering their immunity - herding them to "hospitals" which today are just "death factories" where they are just

waiting for people to step in, so they can apply their unscienti\c protocols to kill people. You may \nd this harsh - but giving

remdesvir to covid patients, to destroy their kidneys, in a very high percentage of patients - is essentially murdering them. Their

kidneys fail, which leads to lungs \lling up - which is labelled as pneumonia, then onto ventilators till they are \nished.
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